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Abstract This paper applies data from LinkedIn to advance strategy research into the effect of human capital on mobility of engineers and scientists. Through an inventor survey, we show that LinkedIn provides more accurate career histories than patents. Compared to LinkedIn, patent measures of mobility generate 12 percent false positives and 83 percent false negatives. Using LinkedIn, we review findings from previous research using patents to track the effect of human capital on mobility. One previous finding is robust: that mobility is higher in Silicon Valley than elsewhere. Other findings are possibly sensitive to the measure of mobility or sample selection. We interpret our results as the outcome of targeted retention of human capital. Keywords: Engineer/scientist careers; patents; LinkedIn; misclassification Running head: Online career profiles and misclassification



Introduction The movement of engineers and scientists serves to re-allocate scarce human talent towards higher-valued uses and is a key enabler of innovation and entrepreneurship. As they move from one employer to another, engineers and scientists contribute to the diffusion of codified and tacit knowledge as well as the establishment of new businesses through spin-outs and start-ups. Indeed, various scholars have attributed the successful growth of Silicon Valley to the untrammelled mobility of talent among employers (Saxenian 1994; Gilson 1999; Hyde 2003). Almeida and Kogut (1999) pioneered the use of patents to track the careers of engineers and scientists. If an inventor assigns two consecutive patent applications to different assignees, the patent method infers that the inventor changed employer from the previous to the subsequent assignee. If the two consecutive patent applications have the same assignee, then the inventor is inferred to have continued with the same employer for the entire period between the two applications. Subsequent research has extensively used patents to investigate the relation between individual mobility and legal institutions, organizational capital, and individual human capital. However, using patents to track mobility is subject to major limitations. One is that the method depends on patent law, particularly, what is patentable and the scope of patents. Further, the method depends on the innovator’s and her employer’s choice between patenting and secrecy (Cohen, Nelson, and Walsh 2000; Png 2015). In addition, the method depends on an inventor filing at least two patents. Most inventors file relatively few patents, and, so, their patents might fail to reveal some changes of employer. Tracking mobility through patents might also yield different assignees in consecutive patents without the inventor changing employer. Inventors may perform contract R&D and assign their patents to their clients (Hoisl 2007). Inventors may be assigned to research collaborations, or their employer may undergo a merger or acquisition (Palomeras and Melero 2010; Di Lorenzo 2012). Further, patents might wrongly suggest that inventors move in and out of self-employment. Specifically, full-time employed inventors may file patents for inventions discovered on their personal time (Marx et al. 2009), and employers may let employees patent inventions which the organization does not wish to pursue (Alexy et al. 2014). 1



Econometric theory (Hausman, Abrevaya, and Scott-Morton 1998; Carroll et al. 2012; Meyer and Mittag 2014) shows that misclassification of a binary dependent variable causes bias in regression estimates. Importantly, the bias may be to exaggerate, attenuate, or even change the sign of the estimates, depending on the errors and their correlation with the explanatory variables. Given the errors in using patents to track the careers of engineers and scientists, we introduce public profiles on LinkedIn as a more accurate source of career histories. This source is readily accessible through the Internet and provides quite detailed (self-reported) information about employment and other personal achievements. Importantly, it is not limited to engineers and scientists who file patents. To assess the accuracy of career histories from patents and LinkedIn profiles, we survey 226 U.S. inventors on their last five employers. Comparing the survey-reported employer with the patent assignee and LinkedIn-reported employer, we estimate that career histories based on patents are less than 70 percent accurate, while histories based on LinkedIn are at least 90 percent accurate. With regard to mobility, LinkedIn is more accurate than patents, and patents are especially inaccurate for inventors with shorter patent careers. The top three sources of error in patent measures of mobility are timing, missing employer, and contract R&D. Career histories based on LinkedIn profiles are likely to avoid all three errors. In a broader sample of over 14,000 U.S. patent inventors with public LinkedIn profiles, we estimate mobility (change of employer within a year) to be 13 percent by patents and 14 percent according to LinkedIn. Taking LinkedIn as a benchmark, the conditional rate of false positives (recording change of employer conditional on no change of employer) is 12 percent, while the conditional rate of false negatives (recording no change of employer conditional on an actual change of employer) is 83 percent. Importantly, the rates of false positives and false negatives are not constant. Using patents and LinkedIn profiles, we investigate how the mobility of engineers and scientists depends on their human capital. Previous patent-based research found that mobility increases in inventor productivity, as measured by patent rate (Hoisl 2007), inventor impact, as measured by citations (Palomeras and Melero 2010), decreases in inventor complexity (Ganco 2013), and decreases in complementarity with others, as measured by the number of 2



co-inventors (Palomeras and Melero 2010), while mobility is higher among inventors resident in Silicon Valley (Cheyre et al. 2014). We find broad support for the finding that Silicon Valley inventors are more mobile than those elsewhere. As for the other findings, our results vary with the measure of mobility (patents or LinkedIn) and sample selection. Prior research concluded that competing employers target knowledge workers for recruitment by their patent characteristics, which strategy has been interpreted as learning by hiring. Our results are consistent with incumbent employers targeting employees for retention by their patent characteristics, which we interpret this as a strategy of targeted retention of human capital. (In related work, Ganco et al. (2015) find that employers use patent litigation as a retention strategy.)



Misclassification: Econometrics In using patents to track engineers and scientists, misclassification seems inevitable. More effective disambiguation of inventor names (Raffo and Lhuillery 2009; Li et al. 2014; Ventura, Nugent, and Fuchs 2015) can reduce errors due to wrong matching of inventors. But errors of timing or missing employer, and errors due to contract or collaborative R&D, merger or acquisition, or organizational policy or name change will persist. Manual inspection can correct some of these errors but such methods are not scaleable and may be difficult to replicate. Accordingly, it is important to address the misclassification. Following Chen, Hong, and Nekipelov (2011) and Carroll et al. (2012), consider a regression that explains a binary outcome (dependent variable). Let the zero-one variables, Y T and Y F , represent the true and measured outcomes. Then, the measurement error, which is called ‘misclassification,’    −1 if Y F = 0 and Y T = 1 (false negative)    u= 0 if Y F = Y T     1 if Y F = 1 and Y T = 0 (false positive).



(1)



The rate of false positives is α0 = Pr(Y F = 1 | Y T = 0), while the rate of false negatives is 3



α1 = Pr(Y F = 0 | Y T = 1). Hausman et al. (1998) pioneered the development of consistent estimators that account for misclassification. Their general model is E(Y F |X) = Pr(Y F = 1 | X) = α0 + [1 − α0 − α1 ] F (X 0 β),



(2)



where X are the explanatory variables, β is the coefficient of X, and F (·) is a cumulative density function. With no misclassification, α0 = α1 = 0, the model simplifies to E(Y F |X) = F (X 0 β), which is the standard probit or logit. With misclassification, the estimated coefficients are biased (Meyer and Mittag 2014).1 Referring to (2), if the rates of false positives and false negatives are constant, the bias is 1 − α0 − α1 . If α0 + α1 < 1, the bias simply results in attenuation. However, if α0 + α1 > 1, the bias changes the sign of the estimated coefficient. How to estimate (2) depends on whether the false positives and false negatives covary with the explanatory variables, X, and the availability of benchmark data. Assuming that the rates of false positives and false negatives are constant and not too large, α0 + α1 < 1, Hausman et al. (1998) propose a modified maximum likelihood method to estimate the coefficient, β, as well as the rates of false positives and false negatives without using benchmark data. The model (2) is identified by non-linearity of the cumulative density function, F (·). In practice, numerical optimization may be difficult and the estimate may be sensitive to specification and sample (Carroll et al. (2012: Section 15.3.2)). With benchmark data on the true outcomes, three methods produce consistent estimates. The first method uses the benchmark dataset to calculate the (assumed constant) rates of false positives and false negatives, and then, inserts these rates into (2) and estimates by maximum likelihood. The second method, the predicted probabilities estimator (Meyer and Mittag 2014), uses the benchmark dataset to estimate models of the false positives and false negatives, and then, inserts the predicted probabilities into (2) and estimates by maximum 1 Error



due to misclassification differs from error in a continuous dependent variable in two ways. Under classical assumptions, ordinary least squares regression estimates are consistent (Wooldridge 2006: 318–320). Furthermore, the measurement error attenuates the regression estimates, and so, biases against finding significant results. Thus, error in the measurement of a continuous dependent variable is less worrisome.
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likelihood. The third and simplest method is appropriate when the benchmark dataset is large enough for statistical inference. It simply estimates (2) on the benchmark dataset.



LinkedIn To correct for misclassification bias in estimation of mobility, we introduce benchmark data from the online career network, LinkedIn. LinkedIn is readily accessible through the Internet and provides quite detailed (self-reported) information about employment, including tenure, title, and employer, education and other personal achievements, as well as connections to other members of the network. Importantly, LinkedIn provides career histories that are not limited to engineers and scientists who file patents.2 We collected public profiles in the English language from LinkedIn. Members of the network can choose whether to open their profile to public browsing, and if so, what information to make public. The minimum for a public profile is the individual’s name, industry, location, and number of connections to others. Between June-November 2013, we used Google to search for public profiles on LinkedIn that included one or more valid U.S. patent numbers. We compile career histories in the following way. If the LinkedIn profile shows two consecutive jobs with different employers, we suppose that the person changed employer in the ending year of the first job. If the profile shows a gap of more than one year between employers, we deem the person to have entered and left self-employment during the gap, and changed employers at the beginning and end of the gap.3 Next, we use the Harvard Patent Inventor Database (Li et al. 2014) to compile career histories. Following the majority of previous research, we infer a change of employer as occurring at the midpoint of two applications for patents with different assignees. To screen out false positives due to contract or collaborative R&D, merger or acquisition, or organizational policy or name change, we infer a change of employer only if the difference in assignee 2 See



Tambe (2014) and Tambe and Hitt (2014) for the first empirical analyses of managerial issues using data from online career networks. 3 Please refer to the Data Appendix for a more detailed description of the collection and construction of the data.
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meets three conditions. One is that there be no patent assigned to the previous assignee up to 360 days after the second patent application, and the second is that there be no patent assigned to the new assignee up to 360 days before the previous patent application. The third is to explicitly exclude differences in assignee due to merger or acquisition as identified in the NBER Patent Database (Hall, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg 2001). We consolidate the data from LinkedIn and patent records to an annual basis, so that the measure of mobility is whether the individual changed employer at least once during the year. We match the inventors’ LinkedIn profiles with their patent records by the inventor’s first or last name, and a U.S. patent number, and subject to the patent record and online profile overlapping by at least one year. (For patents filed by multiple co-inventors, the patent number alone does not identify an inventor unambiguously.) Excluding inventors whose public LinkedIn profile does not report their employment history and also excluding inventors with only one patent, the matched sample of patent inventors with online profiles comprises 14,293 individuals.



Table 1, column (a), describes all patent inventors with at least two patents. Mobility, as measured by patents, is 11 percent, the year of first patent is 1990, while the patent career (years between last and first patent) is 8.05 years. We characterize each inventor by the modal field of technology in their patents, applying the Hall et al. (2001) categories and particular sub-categories which have been the focus of previous research (drugs and semiconductors). The inventors are roughly equally distributed across technologies. – Insert Table 1 here – Next, Table 1, column (b), describes the matched inventors, i.e., patent inventors with public LinkedIn profiles. They comprise 3.6 percent of all inventors with patent-based career histories, and are relatively younger (as measured by year of first patent), have shorter patenting careers, and apply for patents more frequently.4 Importantly, patents cover less than one third of the inventors’ careers (7.3 years as compared with 25.2 years by the 4 Many



patent inventors do post public LinkedIn profiles which we cannot match for two reasons. First, if the inventor’s profile does not list their patents. Below, we show that matching by first name, last name, and one or more known employers can increase the match of patent inventors to online profiles by one quarter. Second, if the name on the patent does not exactly match the name in the LinkedIn profile, because the inventor uses a nickname or abbreviation in the online profile or owing to a spelling mistake.
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LinkedIn profiles). Accordingly, as Figure 1 illustrates, LinkedIn provides more coverage of the matched inventors. In terms of technology, fewer of the matched inventors specialize in chemicals and drugs, and more specialize in computers and communications. – Insert Figure 1 here – With regard to mobility (defined as changing employer once or more within the year), the average is 13 percent as measured by patents and 14 percent by LinkedIn. Treating the LinkedIn profiles as a benchmark, patents slightly under-state mobility. However, measuring mobility by patents is not innocuous. The slight difference in average mobility masks substantial misclassification: the rate of false positives (recording change of employer when there was no change) is 12 percent, while the rate of false negatives (recording no change of employer when there was a change) is 83 percent. Note that the rate of false negatives is the conditional probability of patents recording no change of employer, when, according to LinkedIn, the inventor did change employer, α1 = Pr(Y F = 0 | Y T = 1). The unconditional probability, Pr(Y F = 0 and Y T = 1) = Pr(Y F = 0 | Y T = 1) × Pr(Y T = 1) = 0.83 × 0.14 = 0.12. To compare patent-based career histories and LinkedIn profiles more precisely, Table 1, column (c), describes the matched inventor-year sample, which is limited, for each inventor, to the years covered by both patents and LinkedIn profiles with complete data on inventors’ human capital. Average mobility is 13 percent by patents as compared with 11 percent by LinkedIn, and the rates of false positives and false negatives are 12 and 83 percent.5 Figure 2 depicts the average mobility as measured by patents and the LinkedIn profiles over time. The patent and LinkedIn measures of mobility track each other quite closely, on rising trends, until the dotcom bubble burst in the year 2000. – Insert Figure 2 here – 5 Intuitively,



the rates of false positives and false negatives should be the same in both the matched inventor and matched inventor-year samples because we need data from both patents and LinkedIn to identify false positives and false negatives. However, the rates might differ slightly as the matched inventor-year sample is subject to an additional constraint of complete data on the inventors’ human capital.
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Inventor Survey To validate the career information from patent applications and LinkedIn, we surveyed a random sample of U.S. inventors between 2013 and 2014. We sent an airmail letter, presenting the inventor’s last five employers, based on patent applications, and asked the inventor to explain any inaccuracies in the patent-based career history, and to report their actual last five employers. (Please refer to the Data Appendix for the questionnaire.) Administering the survey was challenging. Patents without assignees include the inventor’s address. However, most patents with assignees do not include any address. For these, we searched for the address on whitepages.com by the inventor’s first and last name and city and state of residence. We sent 5,147 letters, of which 873 were returned to us as wrongly addressed. We received 237 responses, of which 226 were complete and usable. The apparently low response rate is due to several factors. The median patent in the inventor sample was 6 years old. Given that an American family resides in one home for a median of 5.2 years (Hansen 1998), over half of the letters were likely sent to a wrong address. Further, our survey asked about personal career histories, which many consider to be sensitive. Another possible reason for non-response is that corporate firewalls blocked access to our online survey form. Of the 226 respondents who provided usable surveys, 154 had public profiles on LinkedIn. We matched 123 to their LinkedIn profiles through first and last name and a U.S. patent number, and subject to the patent record and online profile overlapping by at least one year. We manually matched another 31 by first name, last name, and self-reported employer. This suggests that some proportion of engineers and scientists do publish public LinkedIn profiles but cannot be found by searching on U.S. patent numbers. Referring to Table 1, the survey respondents are, compared with the matched inventoryear sample of patent inventors with online profiles, somewhat older (as measured by first patent), have longer patenting careers, and apply for patents somewhat more frequently. Interestingly, among the survey respondents, actual mobility (whether changed employer in the year) is 11 percent, while the mobility according to LinkedIn profiles is 13 percent, and that according to patent records is 20 percent. Apparently, in the survey sample, both 8



patents and LinkedIn exaggerate mobility, but patents to a much greater degree.



Accuracy We investigate the accuracy of the individual career histories by comparing, on a year-byyear basis, the respondents’ actual career histories, as reported in our survey, with their patent-based career history and their LinkedIn profile, if available. This procedure accounts for the accuracy of the employer as well as transitions between employers. To account for spelling errors, abbreviations, and corporate parents and subsidiaries, we manually compare the names of employer from the survey, patents, and LinkedIn. For each inventor-year, the accuracy of the patent measure of mobility is 1 if the survey reports a change in employer and there is a difference in patent assignee, or if the survey reports no change in employer and there is no difference in patent assignee. If the survey and patent methods differ, the accuracy is 0. We define the accuracy of the LinkedIn measure of mobility in a similar way. The Supplement describes the procedure in detail. Referring to Table 2, columns (a)-(d), we find that LinkedIn provides more accurate career histories. The accuracy of LinkedIn in identifying employers and measuring mobility is over 90 percent, while that of patents is 66 percent in identifying employers and 75 percent in measuring mobility. The rate of false positives in the LinkedIn measure of mobility is less than a third of that in the patent measure, while the rate of false negatives in the LinkedIn measure of mobility is less than 40 percent of that in the patent measure. The LinkedIn profiles are not completely accurate for several reasons. One reason is that the Harvard Patent Inventor Database mistakenly ‘lumped’ two different inventors with the same first and last names into a single individual. If we matched one of the two inventors to LinkedIn, but sent the questionnaire to the other inventor, the career histories in LinkedIn and survey would differ completely. Another reason is that the employer underwent a corporate re-organization or change of name, and the inventor stated their employer as being one organization throughout in the survey and the other in their LinkedIn profile. Another reason is that the respondents faked their online profiles, but answered our survey truthfully. 9



Interestingly, in response to our question seeking their correct career history, several inventors directly pointed us to LinkedIn, for instance: ‘You can see my employment history and all 12 patents on my LinkedIn profile.’ Overall, we interpret the survey results as validating LinkedIn as a more reliable source of information on the careers of engineers and scientists than patent applications. – Insert Table 3 here – To understand the circumstances under which patent measures of mobility are more or less accurate, Table 3, columns (a) and (b), report probit regressions of the accuracy of patent mobility on various inventor patent characteristics. Accuracy increases in the length of the inventor’s patent career, which is intuitive as a longer span of patents covers more assignees (employers). Interestingly, as we report in the Supplement, the accuracy of patent mobility is not significantly related to frequency of patenting. The reason is perhaps that, as we find below, more frequent patenting is associated with fewer false negatives but more false positives. Table 3, column (b), includes an indicator for inventors with public LinkedIn profiles. The coefficient of the LinkedIn indicator is small and not significant, suggesting that, at least for gauging the accuracy of patent measures of mobility, inventors with public LinkedIn profiles are not systematically different. Next, Table 3, column (c), reports the estimate of a probit regression of the accuracy of the LinkedIn measure of mobility. The sample is smaller as it is limited to the survey respondents with public LinkedIn profiles. Interestingly, LinkedIn mobility is more accurate for inventors with shorter patent careers, perhaps because these are less likely to be two individuals ‘lumped’ into one. Finally, Table 3, column (d), reports the estimate of an ordered probit regression of the relative accuracy of the LinkedIn over patent measure of mobility. The relative accuracy is defined as the accuracy of LinkedIn mobility minus the accuracy of patent-based mobility. So, the relative accuracy is 1 if LinkedIn is accurate and the patent method is inaccurate, 0 if both methods are accurate, 0 if both methods are inaccurate, and −1 if LinkedIn is inaccurate and the patent method is accurate. Consistent with our findings for the accuracy of the patent and LinkedIn measures, 10



LinkedIn is relatively more accurate for inventors with shorter patent careers. To better appreciate the managerial significance of the relative accuracy, we calculate the marginal effect of patent career. For an inventor whose patent career is 10 percent shorter, the probability that the LinkedIn measure of mobility is more accurate than the patent measure is 2.35 percent higher, which is large compared to the average probability of 21.8 percent.



Sources of Misclassification Our survey posed an open-ended question that asked the inventors to describe the inaccuracies in their patent-based career history. We broadly classify the errors as illustrated in Figure 3 and discuss them in decreasing order of frequency. – Insert Figure 3 here – Error in timing. Given two consecutive patent applications with different assignees, the patent method makes an assumption about the timing of the change of employer. We assume the change to take place at the midpoint in time between the two patent applications. However, the inventor might have changed jobs before or after the midpoint. Further, the assignee may have filed the patent application after the inventor left the assignee’s employment (as mentioned by several survey respondents). Missing employer. If an inventor never applied for a patent assigned to a particular employer, then patents will not identify that employer. Wrong employer. This error – that the inventor never worked for a particular employer listed in their patent-based career history – is a catch-all. If the inventor had elaborated and provided more information, we would have been able to classify the error into one of the substantive categories below. Accordingly, we do not analyze it any further. Contract and collaborative R&D. Some inventors perform R&D under contract and assign their patents to clients (Hoisl 2007). Others participate in R&D collaboration between their employer and other organizations, with the patent assigned to one of the other entities (Palomeras and Melero 2010). As one inventor remarked: ‘You have listed collaborators, grant funders with patent rights, and patent administrators but not once listed my employer.’



11



Merger or acquisition. In constructing the patent-based career history, we tried to account for mergers and acquisitions, using the NBER Patent Database (Hall et al. 2001). Nevertheless, a fair number of inventors were wrongly identified as having changed employer due to mergers or acquisitions. Organizational policy or name change. An inventor’s patent may be assigned to her employer’s parent or some other related organization. As one inventor explained, ‘Both my current and previous employers are Fortune 500 companies. Thus, they have specific assignee designations for their patent portfolios.’ Changes in internal patent policy or even continuing policy, and likewise, changes in the organizational name may result in consecutive patents assigned to seemingly different organizations. Sale of patents. Related to the two previous sets of explanations, some inventors were wrongly identified as having changed jobs when their employers sold their patents to other organizations. Two inventors lumped. If the patent method lumps two inventors with the same names and the two individuals file patents with different assignees, the method would wrongly infer a change of employer. One inventor responded: ‘I have never worked for North Carolina State University. That guy is a Dr. [name deleted] (4 years older than I).’ Lumping might also explain why some inventors were inferred to have worked for organizations who were not their employers, for instance, ‘The whole time in your list I was working for Optimum Power Conversion Inc. Never worked at any other places.’ Personal invention while fully employed. Inventors who discovered and patented inventions on their own time while fully employed would be wrongly identified as moving to and from self-employment (Marx et al. 2009). Likewise for inventors who patent inventions created at work that their employer decides not to pursue (Alexy et al. 2014).



Reflecting on the above errors in patent-based career histories, it is certainly possible to correct some through manual checking. However, manual methods are not scaleable and may be difficult to replicate. By contrast, LinkedIn provides a scaleable and replicable way to extract career histories that avoids errors due to timing, missing employer, contract and collaborative R&D, organizational policy (but not necessarily change of organization name), 12



sale of patents, lumping of different inventors, and personal invention. The LinkedIn career histories might even avoid errors due to mergers and acquisitions and organization name change – if the individual reports only the surviving entity throughout the LinkedIn profile.



Mobility Regression estimates of mobility, as measured with error by patents, are subject to misclassification bias. In practice, how much does the misclassification bias matter, and if so, under what circumstances? Let us address these questions in the context of researching the effect of human capital on the mobility of engineers and scientists, using LinkedIn as a source of benchmark data. Consider the model, Pr(Yit = 1) = βX Xit + βW Wit + εit ,



(3)



where Yit represents mobility (Yit = 1 if individual i changed employer in year t, and = 0 otherwise), Xit comprises measures of human capital, and Wit comprises various controls, while βX and βW are the corresponding coefficients, and εit is random error. Regarding the measures of human capital, Xit , previous research using patents to track mobility (detailed in Table 4) concluded that inventor mobility is negatively related to productivity, as measured by the number of patent applications per year (Hoisl 2007), increases in inventor impact, as measured by average standardized citations (Palomeras and Melero 2010), decreases in the complexity of inventions (Ganco 2013), decreases in complementarity with others, as measured by the number of co-inventors (Palomeras and Melero 2010), and is higher among inventors residing in Silicon Valley (Cheyre et al. 2014). – Insert Table 4 here – The control variables, Wit , include fixed effects for technology (Hall et al. 2001), and, to account for secular changes in mobility (Figure 2), fixed effects for time in groups of five years. In (3), to manage over-dispersion and skewness, we specify all continuous variables which are not ratios such as tenure, patent rate, patent breadth, and number of co-inventors in logarithm. To account for possible serial correlation within inventor records of mobility, 13



where possible, we cluster the estimated standard errors by inventor. (The patent method variously stipulates the timing of move as the date of the preceding patent application, the date of the succeeding patent application, or the midpoint between the two applications. Any error in the timing of the move necessarily implies a false positive as well as a false negative, and so, generates serial correlation.) We compile measures of mobility and patent measures of human capital from the Harvard Patent Inventor Database (Li et al. 2014) and, where available, from public LinkedIn profiles. We match the data on mobility with citations from the NBER Patent Database (Hall et al. 2001), which records citations up to 2006. To allow for sufficient time for citations to be realized, we stipulate the period of study to end three years earlier, and so, our study covers 1975–2003. Table 5 describes the measures of human capital. – Insert Table 5 here – First, we consider the overall accuracy of the patent measure of mobility relative to LinkedIn. Following our analysis above using the inventor survey, we define the accuracy of the patent measure of mobility to be 1 if LinkedIn shows a change in employer and there is a difference in patent assignee, or if LinkedIn shows no change in employer and there is no difference in patent assignee, and 0 otherwise. Table 6, column (a), reports a probit regression of the accuracy on inventor patent characteristics in the matched inventor-year sample of patent inventors with public LinkedIn profiles and with complete measures of human capital. Consistent with Table 3, columns (a) and (b), which report accuracy according to the inventor survey, the patent measure of mobility is more accurate for inventors with longer patent careers. However, by contrast with Table 3, columns (a) and (b), the patent measure is more accurate for older inventors (earlier year of first patent) and for inventors who never applied for a patent in their own name, and the patent measure is less accurate for inventors in medical and drug technologies. – Insert Table 6 here – We focus on the result that is consistent whether accuracy is measured with respect to the inventor survey or Linkedn – that the patent measure of mobility is more accurate for inventors with longer patent careers. To appreciate the economic significance of this result, we use the estimate in Table 6, column (a), to calculate the marginal effect. If the inventor’s patent career is one year longer, the accuracy is higher by 0.00185 or 0.23 percent of the 14



average accuracy, 0.80. (Below, Table 6, column (d), shows that the longer patent career increases accuracy by reducing false positives, without significant effect on false negatives.) We stipulate there to be a false positive if the patent measure of mobility indicates a change of employer but LinkedIn does not, and a false negative if the patent measure of mobility indicates no change of employer but LinkedIn does indicate a change. Referring to Table 1, column (c), in the matched inventor-year sample, the rate of false positives is 12 percent while the rate of false negatives is 83 percent. So, evidently, there is misclassification. The effect of misclassification in studies of mobility depends on whether the false positives and false negatives are constant. Table 6, columns (b) and (c), show that false positives and false negatives are not constant, but, rather covary with the various patent measures of human capital. Given that the misclassification varies with the explanatory variables, one solution is the predictive probability estimator (Meyer and Mittag 2014). This builds predictive models of the false positives and false negatives, and then uses the predicted probabilities to correct for misclassification. As predictors, we choose various patent characteristics of inventors that are intuitive and might generally predict the false positives and false negatives. These include the year of first patent, length of patent career, number of lifetime patents, productivity, and field of technology. Table 6, columns (d) and (e), report the predictive models, estimated by probit regression on the matched inventor-year sample. False positives are higher among younger inventors (later year of first patent), inventors with shorter patent careers, and inventors who have ever applied for a patent for themselves. Relative to the first quintile, false positives increase and then decrease with quintile of inventor productivity. One possible explanation for this result is contract R&D and organizational policy. If an inventor applies for patents assigned to an R&D client or the inventor’s employer varies the patent assignee for organizational reasons, then more frequent patents will generate more false positives. By contrast, in the estimate of false negatives, the coefficients of inventor quintiles are monotone decreasing. False negatives consistently decrease in inventor productivity. This result accords with simple intuition that, if an inventor applies for patents more frequently, the record of patents will provide more accurate career histories. Interestingly, the predictive 15



models suggest an essential trade-off. To reduce false positives, research should focus on less productive inventors, while to reduce false negatives, research should focus on more productive inventors. There is no way to reduce both false positives and false negatives. We are now ready to investigate how misclassification affects empirical analyses of the effect of human capital on the mobility of engineers and scientists. Estimation procedures that have been developed to correct for misclassification (Meyer and Mittag 2014) do not cater to panel data. Accordingly, to conform, we carry out the analyses using cross-section methods. (Below, in Table 8, as a robustness check, we apply panel estimation with random effects but without correction for misclassification). – Insert Table 7 here – Table 7, column (a), reports the estimate of a probit regression of the patent measure of mobility on the explanatory and control variables using the entire patent inventor dataset. Mobility is positively related to tenure, patent rate, citations, and breadth, number of coinventors, and Silicon Valley, and negatively related to complexity. Note that our patentbased analyses are not directly comparable to previous patent-based studies owing to differences in sample (particularly, preprocessing of patents to screen out false positives), model, specification, and estimation method. Our in carrying out estimates using patent-based mobility is to compare them with estimates using the more accurate, LinkedIn measure of mobility. Table 7, column (b), reports a probit estimate using the patent measure of mobility on the matched inventor-year sample of patent inventors with public LinkedIn profiles and complete data on human capital. Although the matched sample is substantially smaller, the estimate is qualitatively similar to that for the entire patent inventor dataset, except that the coefficient of citations is an order of magnitude larger. Next, Table 7, column (c), reports a probit estimate of the LinkedIn measure of mobility on the matched inventor-year sample. Three results are consistent with the estimate using the patent measure in Table 7, column (b): mobility is positively related to tenure, citations, and Silicon Valley. Comparing the estimates using the patent and LinkedIn measures, the estimated effects of patent rate and co-inventors differ substantively. These results suggest that the latter effects might be sensitive to misclassification. 16



The next estimate applies the pseudo-maximum likelihood method (Hausman et al. 1998) that estimates the false positives, false negatives, as well as the coefficients of interest without any benchmark data. (We use the Stata routine, mrprobit (Meyer and Mittag 2014), to carry out the maximum likelihood regressions reported in Table 7, column (d), and the Supplement.) Since the false positives and false negatives do covary with human capital (Table 6, columns (b) and (c)), this method is, in principle, inappropriate. However, it might still be useful to explore. The Hausman et al. (1998) estimator is quite unstable. Each run produces somewhat different results. Table 7, column (d), reports one estimate. The estimated rate of false positives is 0.013, while the estimated rate of false negatives is less than 0.001. Given our survey evidence (and limitations as acknowledged in previous patent-based research), these estimates seem quite implausible. Accordingly, we turn to alternative estimators. Since the false positives and false negatives do covary with human capital, a more appropriate way to correct for misclassification is the predicted probabilities estimator (Meyer and Mittag 2014). However, this estimator is also unstable. Depending on the specification and starting values, the estimator either does not converge, or produces implausibly large estimates, or gravitates towards the uncorrected probit estimate using patent mobility (see the Supplement). The essential reason is very likely that the predictive models (Table 6, columns (d) and (e)) are quite imprecise, and, as we explain in the Supplement, the estimator under-weights observations with high false positives and false negatives, and so, gravitates towards the probit regression using the patent measure of mobility without correction. We conclude that, in the context of mobility of engineers and scientists, estimation methods that correct for misclassification in patent measures of mobility do not work well. This suggests that the best way is to estimate directly using the LinkedIn measure of mobility. Now, the LinkedIn measure is based on inventors with public profiles that list patents separately from work experience. These exclude many inventors – those without LinkedIn profiles, those with LinkedIn profiles but not public, and those with public profiles that our search did not find or do not provide employment histories. The people who post online profiles for public viewing are likely to be those who are actively seeking employment or open to new job offers. 17



To address possible selection bias, we estimate the model (3) using the LinkedIn measure by probit with the Heckman correction for selection as implemented in the Stata routine, heckprobit, using the number of the inventor’s first patent as the excluded instrument. The instrument must satisfy conditions of relevance and exclusion. Regarding the relevance condition, Figure 4 depicts the distributions of the inventors in the matched LinkedIn-patent inventor-year sample and all patent inventors with at least two patents, as functions of the inventor’s year of first patent. The distribution of the matched sample is more skewed to the right.6 Evidently, younger inventors (with later year of first patent) are more likely to have public LinkedIn profiles. Further, the distribution of the LinkedIn inventors is relatively compressed in the years after 1992. Hence, among inventors with the same first patent year, those who started patenting later are more likely to have public LinkedIn profiles. – Insert Figure 4 here – The USPTO issues patent numbers in sequence of application. Later patents have larger numbers. So, the number of an inventor’s first patent provides a more granular measure of the inventor’s entry into patenting than the first patent year. Hence, to the extent that publishing a public LinkedIn profile is correlated with entry into patenting, the first patent number satisfies the relevance condition. Regarding the exclusion condition for an instrument, we conjecture that inventor mobility is not related to the inventor’s first patent number owing to ‘coarse thinking’ (Mullainathan, Schwarzstein, and Schleifer 2008) or ‘limited attention’ (DellaVigna 2009). In the labor market, potential employers and workers themselves possibly classify workers into age cohorts by year rather than narrowly by month or day. So, for instance, the labor market recognizes the ‘class of 1994’ but not the ‘class of June 1994.’ Accordingly, the first patent year together with the length of patent career fully capture the effect of age on mobility, leaving the first patent number with no significant effect.(Indeed, previous research into mobility has used only the first patent year and length of patent career, and not the first patent number.) 6 The



distribution of all patent inventors has a lump around 1975, which is the starting point of the Harvard Patent Inventor Database (Li et al. 2014). All inventors who first patented in 1975 or before would be classified as first patent year 1975. The Supplement reports checks for robustness to exclusion of these older inventors.
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Table 7, column (e), reports the first-stage estimate. The coefficient of the first patent number, 0.266 (s.e. 0.093), is significant. Table 7, column (f), reports the estimate with the Heckman correction. The null hypothesis of no selection bias cannot be rejected (ρ = −0.701 (s.e. 0.273)). Compared to the estimate using the LinkedIn measure without correction for selection (Table 7, column (c)), two results are robust – mobility decreases in the patent rate and is higher in Silicon Valley, while two results are not robust – mobility is not significantly related to tenure or citations. Apparently, the estimates of the relation between mobility and measures of human capital are sensitive to selection, specifically, whether an inventor has a public LinkedIn profile. Accordingly, we prefer the estimate correcting for selection over any estimate without such correction. Further, our results suggest that any estimate using LinkedIn measures of mobility that does not account for selection should be treated with caution. The regressions in Table 7 estimate the effects of human capital in cross-section, identifying their effects by variation across inventors as well as within inventors. To check the robustness of the findings to unobserved individual non-time-varying heterogeneity, we carry out the same analysis using probit with random effects. Correction for selection bias and misclassification is not available for panel data, so, we are limited to the standard random effects estimator, implemented in Stata as xtprobit. Table 8, column (a), reports the random effects estimate using the patent measure of mobility for the entire dataset of patent inventors, while Table 8, column (b), reports the estimate for the matched inventor-year sample. The results from the two estimates are qualitatively similar, except for citations and patent breadth, the coefficients of which have different signs in the entire dataset and matched sample. – Insert Table 8 here – Next, Table 8, column (c), reports random effects estimate using the LinkedIn measure of mobility on the matched sample. The coefficients of just two aspects of human capital – citations and Silicon Valley — are consistent across the estimates using patent and LinkedIn measures of mobility. The coefficient of complexity is similar across the three estimates, but only significant in the entire patent inventor dataset. The coefficient of the number of coinventors has the same sign across the three estimates, but is an order of magnitude smaller 19



and not significant in the LinkedIn estimate.



Given the substantial misclassification in patent measures of mobility and that econometric methods correcting for misclassification do not apply well in this context, we prefer estimates that directly apply the LinkedIn measure of mobility. However, it is difficult to choose between the LinkedIn estimate correcting for selection bias (Table 7, column (f)) and the LinkedIn estimate with random effects (Table 8, column (c)). Inventors with public LinkedIn profiles do differ from the general population of patent inventors, and it is reasonable to believe that, even with the controls, there remains unobserved heterogeneity among inventors. Accordingly, we suggest basing any inference on both estimates, drawing only conclusions that are robust to both correction for selection bias and panel estimation. As Table 4 summarizes, two results meet this test – that mobility is negatively related to inventor productivity, as measured by the patent rate, and is higher in Silicon Valley. In previous patent-based research, Hoisl (2007) found that, among German inventors, mobility was negatively related to inventor productivity as measured by the patent rate. Here, for U.S. inventors using patent measures of mobility, our cross-section and panel estimates show that mobility is positively related to the patent rate. However, our LinkedIn estimates suggest that, with correction for misclassification, mobility is negatively related to the patent rate, which is consistent with Hoisl’s (2007) finding. To appreciate the managerial and economic significance of the patent rate on mobility, we calculate the marginal effects. By the estimate using the LinkedIn measure with Heckman correction (Table 7, column (f)), a 10 percent increase in the patent rate would be associated with mobility being 0.19 percent lower, or 1.7 percent of the average, 11 percent, in the entire patent inventor dataset. By the estimate using the LinkedIn measure with random effects (Table 8, column (c)), a 10 percent increase in the patent rate would be associated with mobility being 0.14 percent lower, or 1.1 percent of the average, 13 percent, in the matched inventor-year sample. From the standpoint of strategy and policy, these effects are rather small. In other patent-based research, Cheyre et al. (2014) found higher mobility in Silicon 20



Valley than elsewhere. All of our estimates, whether using patent or LinkedIn measures of mobility, support this finding. To appreciate the managerial and economic significance of the estimates, we calculate the marginal effects. By the estimate using the LinkedIn measure with Heckman correction (Table 7, column (f)), the difference in mobility between Silicon Valley and elsewhere is 0.057, or 52 percent of the average, 11 percent, in the entire patent inventor dataset. By the estimate using the LinkedIn measure with random effects (Table 8, column (c)), the difference in mobility between Silicon Valley and elsewhere is 0.04, or 31 percent of the average, 13 percent, in the matched inventor-year sample. These differences are meaningful for strategy and policy. Overall, our analyses using patent and LinkedIn measures suggest that just one of the previous research findings on the effect of human capital on mobility is robust to sample selection and misclassification – that inventors resident in Silicon Valley are more mobile than others. Other findings with respect to the effect of tenure, patent rate, citations, complexity, and number of co-inventors are possibly sensitive to sample selection or misclassification, and should be viewed with caution. Note that our inference is based on comparing our own estimates using patent and LinkedIn measures of mobility. Our patent-based analyses are not directly comparable to previous patent-based studies owing to differences in sample, model, specification, and estimation method.7



Discussion With the maturity of research into strategy, there is a new emphasis on scientific discipline (Oxley, Rivkin, and Ryall 2010; Bettis 2012; Goldfarb and King 2014). Our work responds to the new emphasis and contributes specifically to research on innovation and entrepreneurship by reviewing the accuracy of patent-based career histories of engineers and scientists, and 7 Based



on a random sample of 20 inventors, Cheyre et al. (2014) recommend that patent-based career histories stipulate moves at the earlier of two patent applications with different assignees. Using our much larger sample, we find that, with the move so timed, the rates of false positives are slightly lower while the false negatives are slightly higher than with the move timed at the midpoint of the patent applications (Table 1, column (c)). To be consistent with our inventor survey, we maintain the assumption of move at the midpoint. The Supplement reports checks of robustness to the assumption on timing.
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presenting LinkedIn as a new source of career data. By an inventor survey, we show that LinkedIn provides more accurate career histories, and especially among inventors with shorter patent careers. Using LinkedIn to measure mobility more accurately, we review aspects of human capital that previous patent-based research found to affect mobility. We conclude that the previous research finding that inventors resident in Silicon Valley are more mobile than others is robust to misclassification of mobility. However, other findings with respect to the effect of impact (as measured by citations), complexity, and complementarity (as measured by the number of co-inventors) are sensitive to misclassification. Accordingly, interpretations that competing employers identify knowledge workers for recruitment by their patent characteristics and that knowledge-intensive businesses engage in learning by hiring should be interpreted with caution. While we do not have any direct evidence on the reason for the sensitivity of the previous findings to misclassification, we can offer one possible explanation. Measures of human capital based on patents are freely observable. Incumbent employers must know that competitors can freely observe patent measures and target recruitment accordingly. Hence, just as competing businesses might use patent information to guide recruitment, incumbent employers might also use patent information to guide retention. Incumbent employers may reward and recognize engineers and scientists who achieve high productivity and impact in patents, and who contribute to teamwork (co-inventorship). Our conjecture of targeted retention is supported by evidence that, in Sweden, star inventors are so highly compensated that their mobility is reduced (Ejermo and Schubert 2014). It is related to employers’ use of litigation to retain high-value engineers and scientists (Ganco et al. 2015). Our work is subject to three major limitations. One is that, for analysis using patents, we rely on the Harvard Patent Inventor Database (Li et al. 2014) and only preprocess the patent data in a very limited way. We do not attempt to refine the matching using, say, the methods of Raffo and Lhuillery (2009) or Ventura et al. (2015). These methods can reduce mistakes in matching names and raise the accuracy of patent measures of mobility.8 8 Our



inventor survey provides some information on the extent of the possible increase in accuracy – fewer than 5 percent of inventors cited mismatch of inventors as a reason for inaccuracy in their patent-based career histories, although almost one quarter cited wrong employer, which might be
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Further, we do not check manually for mergers and acquisitions, contract R&D, and other differences in assignee unrelated to moves of engineers or scientists. We prefer to keep focus on methods that are scaleable. The second limitation is that we presume that LinkedIn provides representative career histories. However, the people who post online profiles for public viewing are likely to be those who are actively seeking employment or open to new job offers. They are relatively younger, and so, LinkedIn data is relatively sparse for earlier years (as Figure 1 shows). Nevertheless, with regard to the accuracy of using patents to measure mobility, we did check and find that inventors with public LinkedIn profiles do not systematically differ from other inventors. The third limitation is that we presume that LinkedIn provides more accurate career histories than patent applications. Although validated by our inventor survey, LinkedIn might not be more accurate in larger datasets. LinkedIn profiles are voluntary and selfreported, and might be distorted. We cannot rule out people faking their career histories – inflating their title, level of responsibility, and length of jobs, and suppressing less impressive jobs and periods of unemployment. In addition, our inventor survey may be subject to common method bias. While our questionnaire did not mention LinkedIn, it is entirely possible that respondents conformed their survey answers to their LinkedIn profiles, and so, affecting the validity of the survey. Bearing in mind these concerns, LinkedIn seems promising as a novel source of data for future research. LinkedIn covers professionals across a broad range of disciplines, both technical and managerial, and includes detailed information on employment, education, and inter-personal connections. From these, it is possible to infer national origin, age, gender, promotion, tenure, and mobility. Such data can shed light on multiple research issues, including the effects of network ties on job mobility, national origin on employment, and education on career advancement. For instance, previous research into the effect of ethnicity and immigration on innovation has used patents and inferred national origin by the inventor’s name (Kerr 2008; Kerr and Lincoln 2010; Almeida, Phene, and Li 2014; Samila and Tandon 2014). However, this method does not effectively distinguish immigrants from domesticallyborn minorities. LinkedIn can identify national origin more precisely through information due partly to a mismatch of inventors.
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on the educational institutions attended. We also contribute to a better understanding of the use of patents in social science and management research. Although patents are legal documents published to provide a record of intellectual property rights, researchers have made inspired use of patents to measure innovation, human capital, flows of knowledge, collaboration, as well as inventor mobility. However, these uses are subject to particular limitations. For instance, the use of patents to measure innovation must account for selection bias (Gittelman 2008; Nelson 2009; Alexy et al. 2014). Likewise, the use of patent citations to measure flows of knowledge must be qualified by a significant proportion of citations being inserted by patent examiners rather than the inventors (Meyer 2000; Alcacer and Gittelman 2006; Thompson 2006). Using patent co-inventorship to identify scientific collaboration and networks must take account that patterns of co-inventorship differ qualitatively from co-authorship on scientific papers (Meyer and Bhattacharya 2004).9 Here, we provide a nuanced assessment of the use of patents to track the careers of engineers and scientists. Although the patent measure of mobility only slightly understates actual mobility, the slight understatement masks 12 percent false positives and 83 percent false negatives. In studies of mobility using patents, econometric methods that correct for misclassification may not help much – the Hausman et al. (1998) method does not apply, while predictive models of misclassification are so imprecise and the rates of false positives and false negatives so high that the predictive probabilities model (Meyer and Mittag 2014) is not reliable. While econometricians have proposed more efficient methods applying full maximum likelihood in joint estimation with correction for both misclassification and sample selection (Carroll et. al (2012: Section 15.4.2); Meyer and Mittag (2014: Appendix C)), these have not yet been implemented. Accordingly, for the time being, empirical results from studies using patent measures of mobility should be interpreted with caution, and it is advisable to estimate directly using LinkedIn measures of mobility. 9 In



small samples of patents, estimates of technological proximity may be biased (Benner and Waldfogel 2008).
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Table 1. Patent inventors



Mobility (patent records) Mobility (LinkedIn)



(a) Inventors with at least two patents 0.11 (0.31) n.a.



Mobility (survey)



n.a.



False positives



n.a.



False negatives



n.a.



Inventor percentile (by frequency of patent) Year of first patent Patent career (years) LinkedIn career (years) Chemicals Computers & communications Medical (excl drugs) Drugs Electrical & electronic (excl semiconductors) Semiconductors Mechanical Other technologies Inventors Patent data observations LinkedIn observations



48.90 (27.82) 1990.46 (8.44) 8.05 (7.03) n.a. 0.13 (0.34) 0.18 (0.38) 0.05 (0.22) 0.09 (0.28) 0.10 (0.31) 0.03 (0.16) 0.12 (0.33) 0.15 (0.35) 391,255 2,842,409 n.a.



(b) Matched sample by inventor 0.13 (0.33) 0.14 (0.34) n.a.



(c) Matched sample by inventor-year 0.13 (0.33) 0.11 (0.32) n.a.



0.12 (0.33) 0.83 (0.38) 51.37 (27.51) 1995.73 (6.21) 7.31 (6.10) 25.22 (7.85) 0.08 (0.27) 0.37 (0.48) 0.06 (0.23) 0.05 (0.22) 0.10 (0.29) 0.03 (0.16) 0.08 (0.27) 0.08 (0.28) 14,293 62,090 209,550



0.12 (0.32) 0.82 (0.38) 53.18 (27.33) 1995.00 (6.16) 8.02 (6.38) 26.65 (7.57) 0.08 (0.27) 0.35 (0.48) 0.06 (0.23) 0.05 (0.22) 0.10 (0.30) 0.02 (0.15) 0.08 (0.28) 0.09 (0.28) 8,815 50,842 50,842



(d) Survey respondents 0.20 (0.40) 0.13 (0.34) 0.11 (0.31) 0.19 (0.39) 0.70 (0.46) 53.71 (29.00) 1993.43 (7.38) 12.71 (7.66) 27.71 (7.61) 0.08 (0.27) 0.34 (0.48) 0.06 (0.24) 0.06 (0.24) 0.13 (0.34) 0.05 (0.22) 0.08 (0.27) 0.08 (0.27) 226 2,690 2,763



Notes: Matched sample comprises patent inventors with LinkedIn profiles; Matched sample by inventor-year comprises inventors-years that are covered by both patents and LinkedIn, and with complete data on human capital; Survey sample comprises responses to survey of patent inventors. Mobility = 1 if the individual changed employer in the year, else = 0; False positive = 1 if difference in patent assignee but no change of employer in LinkedIn profile (survey response); false negative = 1 no difference in patent assignee but change of employer in LinkedIn profile (survey response); Inventor percentiles are defined by ratio of lifetime patents to patent career; Technology classes as defined by Hall et al. (2001). Cells report means and standard deviations in parentheses.



Table 2. Career histories: Accuracy of patents and LinkedIn by survey Accuracy of Accuracy of False positives False negatives employer mobility in mobility in mobility Inventors Observations (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) Patents LinkedIn Patents LinkedIn Patents LinkedIn Patents LinkedIn 0.66 226 2690 (0.47) 0.91 154 2763 (0.29) 0.75 226 2627 (0.43) 0.92 154 2610 (0.27) 0.19 226 2330 (0.39) 0.06 153 2314 (0.23) 0.70 152 297 (0.46) 0.26 123 296 (0.44) Notes: Sample: respondents to survey. Following the literature on patent measures of mobility, we ignore patents without assignee as we cannot calculate the accuracy of the patent career history or patent measure of mobility. For consistency, we ignore inventor-years in which the survey respondent reported being self-employed or retired, and exclude these observations from the analysis. Columns (a)-(d): For each inventor-year, accuracy of patent career history = 1 if survey-reported employer same as patent assignee, else= 0, and accuracy of LinkedIn career history = 1 if survey-reported employer same as LinkedIn-reported employer, else=0; while accuracy of patent mobility = 1 if change in survey-reported employer and change in patent assignee or no change in both, else= 0, and accuracy of LinkedIn mobility = 1 if change in survey-reported employer and change in LinkedIn-reported employer or no change in both, else= 0; Columns (e)-(f): False positives measured only for inventor-years in which no change in survey-reported employer; false positive in patent mobility = 1 if change in patent assignee, else = 0; false positive in LinkedIn mobility = 1 if change in LinkedIn-reported employer, else = 0; Columns (g)-(h): False negatives measured only for inventor-years with change in survey-reported employer; false negative in patent mobility = 1 if no change in patent assignee, else = 0; false negative in LinkedIn mobility = 1 if no change in LinkedIn-reported employer, else = 0.



VARIABLES



Table 3. Mobility measures: Accuracy by survey (a) (b) (c) Probit: Probit: Probit: Patents Patents LinkedIn



First patent year (ln) Patent career (ln) Lifetime patents (ln) Self-inventor



14.526 (22.036) 0.462** (0.194) -0.148 (0.119) 0.008 (0.086)



LinkedIn profile Technology fixed effects 5-year fixed effects ln L N Inventors



Yes Yes -1,234 2,341 202



16.217 (22.336) 0.486** (0.196) -0.156 (0.120) 0.025 (0.091) 0.063 (0.070) Yes Yes -1,237 2,341 202



2.153 (41.316) -0.842** (0.427) 0.704*** (0.259) -0.290* (0.166)



(d) Ordered probit: LinkedIn patent -52.842* (28.442) -0.821*** (0.257) 0.276** (0.138) -0.116 (0.113)



Yes Yes -344 1,280 128



Yes Yes -860 1,252 128



Notes: Sample: respondents to survey in Hall et al. (2001) technology classes; sample sizes reduced relative to Table 5 by inventors who do not belong to these technology classes. Columns (a)-(b): Estimated by probit regression; dependent variable: accuracy of patent measure of mobility for inventor-year (for each inventor-year, accuracy of patent mobility = 1 if patent mobility = survey mobility, else= 0); Column (c): Estimated by probit regression; dependent variable: accuracy of LinkedIn measure of mobility for inventor-year (for each inventor-year, accuracy of LinkedIn mobility = 1 if LinkedIn mobility = survey mobility, else= 0); Column (d): Estimated by ordered probit regression, dependent variable = accuracy of LinkedIn mobility – accuracy of patent mobility. Robust standard errors, in columns (a)-(c), clustered by inventor in parentheses (* p


Table 4. Effect of human capital on mobility Patent studies VARIABLE



LinkedIn Cross-section Panel random Heckman effects correction



Positive effect



Not significant



Negative effect



Our patent study (cross-section)



Our patent study (random effects)



Tenure



Hoisl (2007); Ganco (2013)



Palomeras and Melero (2010)



Ganco et al. (2014)



Positive



Positive



Positive



Negative



Patent rate



Ganco (2013)



Hoisl (2007); Marx et al. (2009)



Positive



Positive



Negative



Negative



Citations



Palomeras and Melero (2010); Ganco et al. (2014)



Positive



Positive



Not significant



Positive



Ganco (2013)



Patent breadth



Ganco (2013)



Not significant



Not significant



Not significant



Positive



Complexity



Ganco (2013)



Not significant



Not significant



Not significant



Not significant



Palomeras and Melero (2010); Ganco (2013)



Positive



Positive



Not significant



Not significant



Positive



Positive



Positive



Positive



Ganco et al. (2014)



Co-inventors Silicon Valley



Cheyre et al. (2014)



Notes: Our analyses using patent and LinkedIn measures of mobility are estimated on the matched inventor-year sample. Variable in previous studies is underlined if a focal explanatory variable, otherwise control variable. Our patent-based studies are not directly comparable with previous studies due to differences in sample, model specification, and construction of variables.



Table 5. Patent inventors: Human capital VARIABLES Definition and construction



Tenure Patent rate Citations



Patent breadth



Complexity



Co-inventors



Silicon Valley



Inventors Observations



Year minus the application year of the first patent. Number of patent applications in the year. Following Palomeras and Melero (2010), stipulated as the average of standardized citations, i.e., the citations to each patent divided by the mean citations received by the population of patents granted in the same year and category of technology (Hall et al. 2001), with the average taken over all patents that the inventor ever applied for until the current year. Average number of main patent classes, with the average taken over all patents that inventor applied for in the year. Following Ganco (2013), calculated as the average of the ratio of interdependencies to the number of components, with the average taken over all patents that the inventor applied for in the year. To ensure functional equivalence of subclass, interdependencies are calculated within each technology category (Hall et al. 2001). Average number of coinventors, over all patents that the inventor applied for in the year. Silicon Valley zipcodes from AnnaLee Saxenian, "Silicon Valley’s New Immigrant Entrepreneurs", Public Policy Institute of California, 1999, pp. 79-80, plus Santa Clara.



(a) Inventors with at least two patents 7.22 (6.20) 0.81 (1.69) 1.37 (1.66)



(b) Matched sample by inventor 4.47 (4.71) 0.92 (1.63) 1.54 (2.16)



(c) Matched sample by inventor-year 5.31 (4.81) 0.98 (1.86) 1.57 (2.06)



1.62 (0.68)



1.61 (0.67)



1.60 (0.65)



0.71 (0.49)



0.72 (0.47)



0.73 (0.47)



2.79 (1.97)



3.15 (2.30)



3.14 (2.31)



0.05 (0.21)



0.06 (0.24)



0.07 (0.25)



391,225 2,842,409



14,293 62,090



8,918 51,601



Notes: All variables constructed by inventor and year; Cells report means and standard deviations in parentheses. In regressions (Tables 9-11), tenure and patent rate specified as logarithm of variable plus one, patent breadth and co-inventors specified in logarithm.



Table 6. Patent-based mobility: Accuracy by LinkedIn (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) VARIABLES Accuracy: False False False False probit positives: negatives: positives: negatives: probit probit probit probit Year of first -29.759*** 28.028*** -58.823*** 19.438*** 7.827 patent (ln) (3.526) (7.507) (18.906) (4.042) (8.847) Patent career (ln) 0.087*** -0.088*** 0.097 (0.027) (0.032) (0.072) Lifetime patents (ln) -0.035 0.052* 0.015 (0.025) (0.031) (0.066) Self-inventor -0.122*** 0.139*** -0.017 (0.020) (0.023) (0.051) Inventor quintile 2 -0.092*** 0.123*** -0.175** (0.026) (0.031) (0.069) Inventor quintile 3 -0.076** 0.161*** -0.281*** (0.032) (0.038) (0.082) Inventor quintile 4 -0.059 0.142*** -0.258** (0.040) (0.048) (0.103) Inventor quintile 5 0.033 0.084 -0.354** (0.059) (0.071) (0.152) Tenure (ln) 0.140*** -0.231*** (0.023) (0.059) Patent rate (ln) 0.125*** -0.080** (0.014) (0.036) Citations 0.014*** 0.002 (0.004) (0.010) Patent breadth (ln) 0.003 -0.006 (0.021) (0.053) Complexity -0.001 0.044 (0.018) (0.048) Co-inventors (ln) 0.060*** -0.050 (0.015) (0.034) Silicon Valley 0.497*** -0.537*** (0.039) (0.069) Technology fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 5-year fixed effects No Yes Yes No No ln L -25,045 -16,059 -2,587 -16,306 -2,624 Observations 50,842 45,131 5,711 45,131 5,711 Inventors 8,815 8,612 3,509 8,612 3,509 Notes: Matched sample of patent inventors with public LinkedIn profiles and complete data on human capital. Inventor quintiles are defined by ratio of lifetime patents to patent career; all estimates omit the first quintile. Column (a): Dependent variable: accuracy of patent measure of mobility relative to LinkedIn (for each inventor-year, accuracy of patent mobility = 1 if change in employer on LinkedIn and change in patent assignee or no change in both, else= 0); Column (b): Relation between false positives and measures of human capital; Column (c): Relation between false negatives and measures of human capital; Column (d): Predictive model of false positives; Column (e): Predictive model of false negatives. Robust standard errors clustered by inventor in parentheses (* p


Table 7. Cross-sectional mobility analysis (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) VARIABLES Patent: Patent: LinkedIn: Patent: First probit probit probit mrprobit stage Tenure (ln) 0.116*** 0.156*** 0.094*** 0.308*** 0.026*** (0.003) (0.022) (0.023) (0.069) (0.004) Patent rate (ln) 0.186*** 0.115*** -0.083*** 0.284*** 0.005 (0.002) (0.013) (0.014) (0.077) (0.006) Citations 0.002*** 0.013*** 0.011*** 0.037*** 0.011*** (0.001) (0.003) (0.004) (0.013) (0.002) Patent breadth 0.009*** 0.005 0.042* 0.010 0.012 (ln) (0.003) (0.020) (0.022) (0.043) (0.011) Complexity -0.010*** -0.007 -0.004 -0.021 0.017* (0.002) (0.017) (0.018) (0.037) (0.010) Co-inventors 0.075*** 0.058*** -0.004 0.118*** 0.008 (ln) (0.002) (0.014) (0.014) (0.035) (0.008) Silicon Valley 0.427*** 0.514*** 0.235*** 1.388*** -0.045** (0.006) (0.036) (0.032) (0.443) (0.019) First patent 21.297*** 33.975*** 51.957*** 68.293*** 55.337*** year (ln) (0.854) (7.038) (7.661) (18.164) (4.018) First patent 0.266*** number (ln) (0.093) Technology f.e. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 5-year f.e. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes False positives 0.013 False negatives 0.001 ρ ln L Observations Inventors



-926,252 2,842,409 391,255



-18,698 50,842 8,815



-17,444 50,842 8,815



-18,694 50,842 8,815



-258,160 2,842,409 391,255



(f) LinkedIn: heckprobit 0.055* (0.032) -0.063*** (0.022) 0.002 (0.006) 0.025 (0.022) -0.015 (0.016) -0.007 (0.012) 0.204*** (0.052) -2.098 (30.823)



Yes Yes



-0.701 (0.273) -258,160 50,842 8,815



Notes: Matched inventor-year sample of patent inventors with public LinkedIn profiles and complete data on human capital, except columns (a) and (e); Column (a): Patent measure of mobility on all patent inventors; Column (b): Patent measure of mobility on matched inventor-year sample; Column (c): LinkedIn measure of mobility on matched inventor-year sample; Column (d): Estimated by mrprobit using patent measure of mobility with unspecified rates of false positives and false negatives; Column (e): First-stage regression for Heckman probit in column (f) on all patent inventors; Column (f): Estimated by probit using LinkedIn measure of mobility with Heckman correction for selection. Robust standard errors, in columns (a)-(c), clustered by inventor in parentheses (* p


Table 8. Panel mobility analysis VARIABLES Tenure (ln) Patent rate (ln) Citations Patent breadth (ln) Complexity Co-inventors (ln) Silicon Valley Technology fixed effects 5-year fixed effects ln L Observations Inventors



(a) Patent: xtprobit 0.088*** (0.002) 0.172*** (0.002) -0.002* (0.001) 0.006* (0.003) -0.007*** (0.003) 0.089*** (0.002) 0.610*** (0.007) Yes Yes -903,984 2,842,409 391,255



(b) Patent: xtprobit 0.095*** (0.013) 0.101*** (0.014) 0.013*** (0.004) -0.004 (0.022) -0.006 (0.019) 0.063*** (0.015) 0.659*** (0.041) Yes Yes -18,371 50,842 8,815



(c) LinkedIn: xtprobit -0.053*** (0.012) -0.095*** (0.015) 0.010** (0.004) 0.043* (0.023) -0.003 (0.019) 0.008 (0.015) 0.219*** (0.033) Yes Yes -17,301 50,842 8,815



Notes: Matched inventor-year sample of patent inventors with public LinkedIn profiles and complete data on human capital, except column (a), entire patent inventor dataset; estimated by probit with random effects. Column (a): Patent measure of mobility on entire patent inventor sample; Column (b): Patent measure of mobility on matched sample of patent inventors with public LinkedIn profiles; Column (c): LinkedIn measure of mobility on matched patent-LinkedIn sample. Robust standard errors clustered by inventor in parentheses (* p


Figure 1. Temporal coverage of data



Notes: Each series represents the number of observations of the matched inventors (inventors in Harvard Patent Inventor Database (Lai et al. 2014) with LinkedIn profiles) by year.



Figure 2. Mobility over time



Notes: Each series represents the average mobility of the matched inventors (inventors in the Harvard Patent Inventor Database (Lai et al. 2014) with LinkedIn profiles) by year.



Figure 3. Patent-based career histories: Errors



Notes: Compiled by authors from responses to open-ended survey question asking inventor to describe the inaccuracies in their patent-based career history.



Figure 4. Distribution of patent inventors and matched sample by first patent year
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